Abstract-The goal of this research is to enable mobile robots to navigate through crowded environments such as indoor shopping malls, airports, or downtown side walks. The key research question addressed in this paper is how to learn planners that generate human-like motion behavior. Our approach uses inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) to learn human-like navigation behavior based on example paths. Since robots have only limited sensing, we extend existing IRL methods to the case of partially observable environments. We demonstrate the capabilities of our approach using a realistic crowd flow simulator in which we modeled multiple scenarios in crowded environments. We show that our planner learned to guide the robot along the flow of people when the environment is crowded, and along the shortest path if no people are around.
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this research is to enable mobile robots to navigate through crowded environments such as indoor shopping malls, airports, or downtown side walks. Consider a person trying to get to a certain store in a shopping mall. The initially planned path to that store is based on the person's apriori knowledge about the layout of the mall and the expected crowd motion patterns in different areas of the mall. As the person moves with the flow through the mall, typically tending to move on the right, she updates her estimates of the people density and flow based on her observations. Using these updated estimates, she continuously re-assesses the appropriateness of the planned path and decides to follow a different route if necessary. She also continuously trades off crowd following behavior with the desire to reach the target, moving against the crowd flow if necessary.
Ideally, we would like robots navigating through such environments to move along paths similar to those of the people. By moving with the flow of the people, for instance, a robot could navigate more efficiently. An additional benefit of such imitative behavior would be better predictability of robot motion, thereby enabling more natural and socially acceptable interactions between people and robots [12] . While existing robot control systems deployed in crowded environments such as museums or railway stations have the capability to plan paths, update world models on the fly, and re-plan based on new information, these planning techniques solely aim at reaching a goal as efficiently as possible [3] , [15] , [18] , [19] .
The key research question addressed in this paper is how one can learn planners that generate human-like motion behavior. Our approach to this problem is to learn a motion planner from example traces of people moving through such environments. We use these example traces to learn how people trade-off different factors such as "desire to move with the flow", "avoidance of high-density areas", "preference for walking on the right/left side", and "desire to reach the goal quickly". Our learning technique is based on the following model: First, people plan paths through an environment that are optimal w.r.t. a cost function, even if they are not doing so explicitly or even consciously. Second, this cost function is a weighted combination of various environmental factors, including factors that change over time and are only partially observable (e.g., crowd density). Third, a person continuously updates the values of these factors based on local perceptions and, fourth, updates the path to the goal if necessary.
To learn a path planner from example traces, we build on inverse reinforcement learning (IRL), a novel framework for learning from demonstrations [14] . IRL has been applied successfully to different problems, including learning to decide lane changing in a simulated highway scenario [2] , learning to navigate a vehicle through a parking lot [1] and learning to plan routes through a street network [22] . However, these approaches assume that an agent has full access to all factors that influence its decision making. In our case, unfortunately, neither a person nor a robot have complete knowledge of the density and flow of people in the environment. Instead, these values must be estimated on the fly. In this paper, we show how to perform such an estimation using Gaussian processes [16] and we extend maximum entropy inverse reinforcement learning [22] to handle this more difficult scenario.
We evaluate our approach using the crowd motion simulator developed by Treuille and colleagues [20] (see Fig. 1 ). This simulator has been shown to generate realistic motion patterns based on parameterizable path cost functions. This simulator enables us to perform controlled experiments that are realistic enough to be transferable to real world scenarios. The experiments demonstrate that our approach is able to successfully learn navigation paths from demonstrations. This paper is organized as follows. After discussing related work, we present our approach to learning navigation behavior from demonstrations. Then, in Section IV, we describe how Gaussian process regression can be used to estimate dynamic environmental features. Experimental results are presented in Section V, followed by a discussion.
II. RELATED WORK
Over the last decade, several mobile robots have been deployed successfully in crowded environments such as museums [3] railway stations [15] , and exhibits [18] , [19] . Typically, these systems solved the problem of navigating through crowded environments by computing the shortest path to the next goal and then following this path using a local collision avoidance system [3] . None of these systems attempt to make the robot move human-like or follow the natural flow of people through the environment. In contrast, our goal is to enable scenarios in which mobile robots are not the focus of attention but become every day devices that move through environments with only little special attention.
More recently, Kirby and colleagues [7] performed studies to evaluate different navigation strategies for a robot moving along with a single person. They found that people clearly preferred moving with a robot that shows more humanlike navigation behavior. Mueller et. al. [13] developed a technique that aims at efficiently navigating through crowded spaces by following people. Their approach continuously tracks people in the robot's vicinity and chooses to follow people that move in the direction of the goal. While such a technique might result in more efficient navigation, the approach relies on manually tuned heuristics and has no explicit criterion for generating human-like behavior.
The graphics community has developed path planning techniques for efficiently generating naturally looking animations of densely crowded scenes [20] , [21] , [10] , [11] . While these techniques result in very natural motion patterns, they require manual parameter tuning and are not readily applicable to robot path planning. In some cases [20] , [21] this is due to the fact that the planning techniques assume global knowledge about properties such as the motion direction and density of all people. Other work [10] , [11] is focused on mimicking group crowd behavior by matching into a database of observed examples to generate plausible overall animations. In contrast to these techniques, our approach takes limited sensing into account and learns the parameters underlying the planning technique. In this paper, we rely on a crowd simulator [20] to generate scenarios that allow us to evaluate our approach.
Over the last years, several researchers have developed techniques for learning Markov Decision Process (MDP) models by observing human experts performing a task. The key idea underlying this family of techniques, which includes inverse reinforcement learning [14] , [22] , maximum margin planning [17] , and apprenticeship learning [2] , [1] , is to learn a reward (or cost) function that best explains the expert decisions. Reward functions are represented by log-linear functions of features describing a task environment. While these techniques have been shown to work extremely well in several applications, they assume that all feature values are known and static during each demonstrated planning cycle. In contrast, our scenario requires learning from example paths that are the result of a (simulated) person updating feature value estimates and re-planning on the fly. Gaussian processes (GPs) have been applied successfully by the spatial statistics community [4] and, more recently, by the robotics [5] community to model environmental properties. Here, we show how GPs can be used to estimate models of the density and flow of people in a crowded environment.
III. INVERSE REINFORCEMENT LEARNING WITH PARTIALLY OBSERVABLE FEATURES
In order for a robot to learn how to navigate a crowded space as humans do, we employ techniques based on maximum entropy inverse reinforcement learning (MaxEnt IRL) [22] . As in [23] , we assume that a path, or trace, τ through states s i and actions a i,j has a cost that is a linear combination of real-valued features f τ = ai,j ∈τ f ai,j observed along the path. In our context, states s i correspond to discrete positions in the environment, actions a i,j are transitions between positions s i and s j , and vectors of realvalued features for each action model information such as the density of people in the state reached through that action. The cost of a path τ is parameterized by feature weights θ:
The original MaxEnt IRL model assumes that the agent has full knowledge of the features in the action space, and that these features remain constant for the duration of the path. For a fixed start and end state, this results in a maximum entropy distribution over paths parameterized by θ.
Observe that increasing the linear combination of weights and features causes the probability to decrease exponentially. To match observed behavior, IRL learns cost weights for the features such that the resulting planned paths are similar to the provided example paths. To achieve this, it is necessary and sufficient for the expected feature counts of the robot to match the observed feature counts of the humans when the cost is linear in those features [2] .
We wish to find the parameters that maximize the likelihood of the observed traces T :
It can be shown that the gradient for a single path is the difference between observed and expected feature counts [2] . We denote byf the observed feature counts, which are simply the sum of features for all actions taken on an example trace τ . The expected feature counts can be obtained by multiplying the probability of each action by the features for that action, summed over all actions. Let D ai,j be the expected frequency of action a i,j , conditioned on θ, for all paths τ m between the start and goal state. Then the gradient can be expressed as follows.
Using online exponentiated gradient descent, the weights θ are updated using the following formula.
Performing these updates over all paths while gradually reducing γ causes the weights to converge to θ * . This is the weight update technique used in [22] and a comparison of exponentiated gradient descent with other techniques can be found in [8] . Unfortunately, the number of paths is exponential in the number of states. A tractable forward/backward algorithm is given in [23] , similar to forward/backward inference algorithms for Hidden Markov Models and Conditional Random Fields [9] . This algorithm is given in Table I .
Forward/Backward Algorithm:
Input: start and goal states sstart and s goal
Result: probability mass Z s and Zs for all states s.
TABLE I
After executing the forward/backward algorithm, we now possess values Z si and Z si for every state, where Z si is the accumulated probability mass of all paths from s start to s i , and Z si is the probability mass of all paths from s i to s goal . We can utilize these probabilities to compute D ai,j , which is the expected number of times action a i,j will be executed over all paths from s start to s goal subject to the current weights θ:
Intuitively, this computes the expectation for action a i,j by multiplying the probability of all paths from s start to s i , then multiplying by the unnormalized probability e (−θ·fa i,j ) of taking action a i,j , and finally multiplying by the probability of all paths from s j to s goal . The result is normalized by dividing by the mass of all paths from s start to s goal , which is Z sstart (or equivalently Z s goal ). More details of the MaxEnt IRL formulation can be found in [22] , [23] .
A. Partially observable, dynamic features
Our scenario differs from the original MaxEnt IRL approach in two significant ways. First, the features that will allow a robot to move with people are as dynamic as the people themselves. The density and velocity of crowds change over time, both between traces and during the execution of a single trace. During training, however, we only have the final demonstrated traces, and not intermediate plans that were formulated but not executed. For instance, the event of changing a planned path based on an unforeseen blockage is not labeled as such in the training data. The second distinguishing aspect of our scenario is that the robot has no global knowledge of dynamic features.
In order to extend the MaxEnt IRL framework to this scenario, we assume that a person updates his estimate of the environment features at every time step and performs re-planning every H ≥ 1 time steps. These assumptions allow us to compute the gradients of the example paths using a slightly modified training procedure. In a nutshell, we update for each time step the dynamic features within a small window around the person's current location, thereby simulating limited perceptual range (dynamic features outside this window are set to prior estimates). Each update gives us the information available to the person at that point in time. By assuming that the person plans a path based on this information and sticks to this path for the next H time steps, the gradient can be computed based on the difference between observed and expected feature over the next H steps only, instead of the complete path. However, since this update occurs at every time step, we need to compute this H-step difference for every time step in the path.
Specifically, we define the dynamic features for path τ and action a i,j at time t to be f t τ and f t ai,j , respectively. The probability of a path depends on the cost of the path, which is obtained by adding the weighted features of the partial paths from each time horizon. Letting a t represent the action of τ at timestep t, the probability of a path τ is now given as:
Because the features are dynamic, we compute a gradient at every timestep of an example path and only H timesteps into the future, as compared with (4) in the original IRL formulation, which computes a single gradient for the entire path. Our local gradient at timestep t is defined as:
where all terms are now indexed by the timestep t. In particular, f t is the observed features for the portion of the example trace between timesteps t and t + H, and D t ai,j is the expectation of a i,j between t and t + H conditioned on the current weights θ. We only compute expected features for actions reachable from the current location within H steps, hence the restricted summation in (8) . However, note that we must perform the full forward/backward algorithm in Table I to compute even this subset of action expectation values. The gradient ∇F t is used to update the weights as in equation (5), but now the weights θ are updated t times for each training path. A summary of our learning algorithm can be found in Table II .
Learning Algorithm:
For all training paths τ :
For all timesteps t in path τ : 1: Update estimates of locally observable features 2: Compute Zs and Z s for all states using the algorithm in Table I 3: For actions a i,j ∈ H compute D t a i,j with equation (6) 4: Compute the gradient ∇F t with equation (8) 5: Update the weights θ with equation (5) TABLE II
B. Features and representation
In our current implementation, we use a grid representation of a two dimensional space. Additionally, our states include a discrete approximation of orientation at 45 degree intervals. Actions describe valid motion between these grid cell states. We found it most natural to express features (and hence costs) as corresponding to actions. Thus, features of the grid cells are represented as features on all actions leading into that grid cell's states. Our features were chosen such that they could be extracted from real robot sensors such as laser range finders and cameras.
We conjecture that humans optimize the cost of paths based on density and velocity of other nearby people (dynamic flow features), balanced against the distance traveled. For density features, we divide the real-valued density into four bins. Each action will have a value of 1 in exactly one of these bins, and zero in the others. This technique allows the learned weights to form a discrete approximation of a non-linear cost function over density. To represent velocity features, the average direction and magnitude of velocities for people in nearby cells are measured. As each state represents both a position and orientation, we use relative velocity features, again discretized into four bins evenly dividing the range of direction difference between 0 and 180 degrees. Each of these directional bins can have various magnitudes, which we represent with three bins per direction. In other words, relative direction and velocity magnitude form a "cross-product" feature for each action consisting of 12 bins total. We want to learn how humans balance these dynamic features against distance traveled, so each action, or transition between grid cells, has a static feature for the distance between the cells. Gaussian process mean model of pedestrian density over our simulated environment shown in Fig. 1 .
For training data, we extract demonstration traces from the crowd simulator, where the traces consist of grid cells, directions, and local observations of dynamic flow features. These traces were collected from a simulation of normal pedestrian traffic. It is worth noting that similar example traces could be collected from real world pedestrians, using either hand labeling or automatic extraction. These simulations also provide our mean density and velocity models, which we can use as initial estimates of dynamic feature values in unobserved areas of the grid for both training and planning.
We found that our training procedure along with these features generated intuitively appealing results for weight values. For instance, low cost weights were learned for relative flow features moving in the same direction as the agent, and much higher costs were obtained for flow features moving in other directions.
IV. GAUSSIAN PROCESSES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURE ESTIMATION
Even under the best of circumstances, a robot will only be able to observe a small portion of the surrounding environment. We wish to integrate a robot's local observations of density and flow direction in a sound way with priors over the entire environment to produce a joint distribution of expected environment state. We perform this integration using Gaussian processes (GP) [16] , a non-parametric model that estimates Gaussian distributions over functions based on training data.
Specifically, our environment is defined as a twodimensional coordinate plane over which the robot travels. We wish to model features of density and direction of flow for traffic in this environment. To do so, we consider (α, β), where α is the (x, y) position in the coordinate plane and β is a vector of three values representing traffic density, traffic flow in the x component of the coordinate plane, and traffic flow in the y component of the coordinate plane, respectively.
Given a set of features {(α 1 , β 1 ) · · · (α n , β n )}, we learn GPs that map from input locations, α, to density and flow directions, β. A separate GP models each of the three components of β. For each Gaussian process, we use a standard Gaussian kernel, whose parameters are trained by minimizing the log-likelihood of a GP over a training set. We can then evaluate the GP over the entire environment and the model will produce estimates of mean and variance, nicely integrating areas of dense and sparse data coverage. One such mean model of traffic density over our test environment can be seen in Fig. 2 .
To update this model based on new feature values, we proceed as follows. Given a set of observations {(α 1 , β 1 ) · · · (α n , β n )} at time t, we evaluate the mean model at locations {α 1 · · · α n } and subtract the predicted mean from the actual observations to produce a set of deviation-from-the-prior observations { α 1 , β 1 · · · α n , β n }. We construct a new GP with these updated observations, again using a basic Gaussian kernel, and evaluate the GP over the surrounding environment to get a smooth estimate of the observed deviation from the mean model prior. We add these estimated deviations to the mean model prior to get the updated feature model. The resulting technique correctly blends the new feature observations with the prior model. Note that a simple addition of the new observations to the prior GP would not result in a correct estimate, since such an approach would not consider that the new observations provide far more information about the current situation than the (outdated) prior model.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our primary goal is to generate robot paths similar to those of humans in crowded environments. We use the crowd motion simulator of [20] to obtain training data. So-called "swarms" of people were given starting locations and goal regions instigating natural crowd flows through a simulated 3D space. The density and velocity features are extracted from this simulator, then smoothed and discretized to fit our particular grid-based model. We argue that equivalent local features are available with real world robotic sensors, such as laser scanners and cameras. Additionally, as our framework is quite general, novel features could be incorporated as well.
We also use this same crowd simulator to provide a testbed for our planner. In order for our results to be realistic and transferable to real robots, the planner and path following systems are written as node processes in the Robot Operating System (ROS) by Willow Garage [6] . We wrote a wrapper for the crowd motion simulator in ROS to facilitate testing. The robot is represented in the crowd simulator as a single person, which allows the simulated crowds to react naturally to the presence and motion of the robot.
The path planner uses cost weights learned previously through IRL to define cost weights for all actions in the map. Given best estimates for dynamic features, the linear combination of weights and features gives a real valued cost to each edge. The planner then uses A* search to compute the best route to the goal for the current dynamic features. When new sensor information is available, the dynamic features are updated and a new planned path is generated from the current location. As a quantitative evaluation we selected various start and goal points in the lane formation scenario shown in Fig. 4 . We consider the path taken by the crowd simulator from start to goal as the ground truth path. We then compare this path to the path generated by our approach (Learned path). As a baseline, we also compare the shortest Euclidean distance path (Shortest path) to the ground truth. To compare two paths, we compute for each position on the path the shortest distance to any position on the other path. From this we can compute the mean distance and maximum distance for a pair of paths. The results, averaged over six runs, are shown in Table III . From these results we conclude that our learned cost function provides a more natural path through crowded scenarios than a simple Euclidean distance based planner. Fig. 3 shows an example of the path followed by our robot (black), the path of a human from the crowd simulator (orange/dark gray), and the simple shortest path (green/light gray). As can be seen, the path generated with our system matches nicely with the path of the simulated human. The reason this occurs is that our robot senses the crowd flow on the right side of the walkway and has learned low cost weights for walking with flows. Contrast this with the clearly disruptive and inefficient simple shortest path, which moves against the flow of the crowd.
One of the properties of the original global crowd simulator is lane formation. In the lane formation scenario shown in Fig. 4 , there are three crowd flows, with the top and bottom flow moving right, and the middle flow moving left (against the robot's desired direction of travel). In the upper panel in Fig. 4 . The robot plans a path in the lane formation scenario. The robot is shown as a black circle, the path taken so far (and planned) by our robot is black, and the shortest path is green (light gray). The portion of the robot's path to its right is its planned path when it is at the position shown. There are three crowd flows: the top and bottom flows are moving right, and the middle flow moves left, against the robot. Upper panel: The robot can observe some of the oncoming flow, and plans a path to avoid the oncoming crowd. Note that beyond the locally observable features, the robot's planned future path takes it back to the middle. Lower panel: The conclusion of the lane formation scenario, showing that the robot has moved with the top crowd flow which was also moving right. Fig. 4 , the shortest path clearly moves against the flow. The planned path moves into a correct flow, but then reverts to the shortest path outside the sensor range. In the lower panel, we can see that the robot has continued to move with the correct, rightward moving flow, as it has obtained additional dynamic feature information as it moves forward. Our learned cost function planner smoothly reverts to following the shortest path in the absence of crowd flows. Note that the system was not trained on the lane formation scenario, yet exhibits natural, efficient behavior.
These properties of the algorithm can be seen in an accompanying video. Longer videos can be found at http://www.cs.washington.edu/robotics/crowd.
VI. CONCLUSION
We showed how to extend inverse reinforcement learning to deal with dynamic and partially observed features. The resulting system is able to learn to imitate human pedestrian behavior in crowded environments. With only a local sensor model, we use Gaussian processes to extend local information beyond the sensor range in a principled manner.
Our evaluation was performed within a realistic crowd simulator, and produced natural paths that integrated with existing crowd flows. We conjecture that our work produces more socially acceptable motion that will allow robots to perform tasks seamlessly in crowded environments.
In future work we hope to learn weights based on real world crowds, and implement the system on an actual robot. In a scenario with multiple robots distributed throughout the environment, the Gaussian process model will allow their local sensor readings to be combined across the map to allow more accurate density and flow information, enabling better path planning for each robot individually.
